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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let n be a fixed positive integer and let x1 ,..., X, be fixed, distinct elements 
of [a, b]. Let p1 ,..., Pn be corresponding fixed nonnegative real numbers. 
For each k let UQ = [/Ik] be the greatest integer <pk and let 01~ = /& - ms 
so that 0 < 01~ < 1, k = l,..., IZ. Let w(x) = [nil, j x - xi /oil-l, and 
E = [a, b] - (x1 ,..., x,}. 
We say that a function f is approximable with respect to the weight w 
on E if for any E > 0 there is a polynomialp such that w(x)] f(x) - p(x)1 ==c E 
for each x in E. 
In [l] the following theorem is proved: 
THEOREM A. f is approximable with respect to w if and only if 
f(x) = h(x) El (x - XJQI x - Xk p + p(x), 
where h E C[a, b]; h(xg) = 0 if 01~~ > 0; and p is a polynomial which may be 
assumed to have degree m, + ... + m,, + n - 1 or less. 
Define Em(f) to be the best uniform approximation to f E C[a, b] by poly- 
nomials of degree r?z or less. Similarly, for w as above define 
(H, is the set of polynomials of degree YIE or less). 
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BEST WEIGHTED APPROXIMATION -It- & i I 
Iffis approximable with respect to W, then by Theorem AShas the form 
f(x) = h(x) fi (x - XJQj 5 - xg jQ + p(.Y)9 
h-=1 
where h and p are as in the theorem. In this paper we compare E&,(j) with 
ordinary best approximation to 11 for certain II’. 
2. THE MAIN THEQREM 
(Here M = jF$ + p2 + =-a + /In, and k is as irz Theorem A.) 
PMC$ Let Q,+,, be the polynomial of degree m - M of best uniform 
approximation to h on [a, b], and define 
P&x) = fi (x - xyi Qm&x) + p(x). 
i=l 
Then the degree of P,, is at most m since the nrsi term is of degree nz and the 
degree of LD can be chosen to be M + 72 - 1 (see El]). 
Thus we have for each x in E 
We now prove the inequality is in fact equality. With this in mind we 
suppose that E,,,(f) < E,-,(/z). Let P, * be a polynomial of degree less 
than or equal to 712 for which 
It is easy to show that P,* exists and may be written in the form 
P,,“(x) =p(x) + Q(x) fj (x - xp, i=l 
where Q is a polynomial of degree I?% - M, and p is as in Theorem A. 
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Thus we have for each x in E, 
1 h(x) - Q(x)] = w(x) 1 h(x) fi (x - xi)Oi - Q(x) %fj (x - x#* 1 
i=l 
= w(x)] f(x) - Pm*(x)/ 
< &n,,(f) < GA&). 
This contradiction together with inequality (1) establish the desired result. 
Remarks. It is of course difficult in general to determine the continuity 
and smoothness properties of h which would allow the use of the well known 
estimates on the degree of convergence. In particular cases, however, it is 
relatively easy to find explicit expressions for h and thus obtain an estimate 
for Gd.fJ 
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